MORE NEW PRODUCTS!

Call us at 1.800.463.9275 and find even more online at newark.com
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- Industrial Switches
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Find the latest technologies in electronic components online at newark.com

How may we help you today?

Website
newark.com

Community
element14.com

Email
order@newark.com
quote@newark.com

Phone
1.800.463.9275
M–F 7:00 AM – 8:00 PM (EST)

Fax
1.888.551.4801

eProcurement Systems
We can link with any eProcurement system and our dedicated e-team will facilitate your implementation.
email: eproc@newark.com

Same-Day Shipping
newark.com/shipping
Domestic: Order M–F by 9:30 PM (EST)
Export: Order M–F by 6:00 PM (EST)
In-stock products normally ship the same day

No Minimum Order Fees

You Can Find Us at...
As a leading provider of integrated electronic solutions, our business has always been about solving your toughest challenges. By applying a multidimensional approach to product design, development and manufacturing, we help bring your vision to life. No matter your industry — from data communications and consumer electronics to industrial, automotive, commercial vehicle and medical — when you work with Molex you know your challenges will simply be solved.

newark.com/molex
See Our Expanded Line of Switches

Newark carries a wide range of switches—shop our selection from industry-leading manufacturers like Apem, Honeywell, IDEC, Eaton, Omron, ITW Switch, Schneider Electric, Crouzet Switch, and NKK Switches.

See our entire portfolio at newark.com/switches

Anti Vandal
Pushbutton
Switches

Rocker
Switches

Limit
Switches

61T7792
Designed for security and reliability in a variety of panel mount industrial and building applications. Our Anti-Vandal switches are available in panel sizes of 16, 19, 22 and 25 mm, and with various pushbutton symbols including Spot, Ring, and Power Logo. Switches are sealed to IP67 and available in single and double pole configurations.

15N9114
Rocker switches are commonly used to directly power a device. They're used in surge protectors, display monitors, computer power supplies, and more. With independent circuitry, they can have a light activated on their face in both the on and/or off positions, which allows the switch to be found easily in the dark.

17C9878
Limit switches are operated by the motion of a machine part or presence of an object. They are used for controlling machinery as part of a control system, as a safety interlocks, or to count objects passing a point in an assembly line or manufacturing process.

Snap
Action
Switches

Joysticks

Toggle
Switches

73K2467
A contactor is an electrically-controlled switch used for switching an electrical power circuit. A contactor is typically controlled by a circuit which has a much lower power level than the switched circuit, such as a 24-volt coil electromagnet controlling a 230-volt motor switch.

84R1055
An input device consisting of a stick that pivots on a base and reports its angle or direction to the device it is controlling. The input device is mostly used for gaming applications and sometimes in graphics applications. A joystick also can be helpful as an input device for people with movement disabilities.

11M1830
Toggle switches are either lever-type or rocker-type electrical switches with two or three switch positions. A 2-way switch has on-off positions and a 3-way switch has on-off-on positions. Newark also stocks a variety of toggle switch covers and enclosures for protection & security.

Our switch selection is tough to beat!

- Anti Vandal Switches
- DIP Switches & SIP Switches
- Electronic Switches
- Emergency Stop Switches / E Stop
- Joystick Switches
- Key – Keylock Operated Switches
- Keypads
- Limit Switches & Detector Switches
- Microswitch Snap Action Switches
- Navigation Switches
- Pushbutton Switches
- Reed Switches & Magnetic Switches
- Rocker Switches
- Rotary Switches
- Safety Interlock Switches
- Slide Switches
- Switch Accessories & Switch Assortment
- Switch Components
- Switch Development Kits
- Tactile Switches
- Thumbwheel Switches
- Toggle Switches
- Touch Buttons
- Wireless Command
- Wireless Command Devices
See Our Expanded Line of Relays

We also stock a large variety of relays and related components including those for use in computer, automotive, telecommunication, military and aerospace, medical, instrumentation, industrial, alternative energy and consumer market segments.

See our entire portfolio at newark.com/relays

17M0190
General purpose relays are applied mainly in industrial and power automation systems, in signaling and protection systems, and in other control and electric drive systems. They are also suitable for more common controlling applications like building automation or HVAC systems.

29Y9191
MOSFET relay offers superior performance to an electromechanical relay in many applications. It is a solid-state device that replaces a coil-activated mechanical switch with an optically isolated input stage driving a MOSFET.

17M6663
Solid State Relays are semiconductor equivalents of the electromechanical relay and can be used to control electrical loads without the use of moving parts. They may be designed to switch either AC or DC to the load.

92F5940
A contactor is an electrically-controlled switch used for switching an electrical power circuit. A contactor is typically controlled by a circuit which has a much lower power level than the switched circuit, such as a 24-volt coil electromagnet controlling a 230-volt motor switch.

46M4523
A reed relay uses an electromagnet to control one or more reed switches. The contacts are of magnetic material and the electromagnet acts directly on them without requiring an armature to move them. Sealed in a long, narrow glass tube, the contacts are protected from corrosion.

48F5942
Their purpose is to control an event based on time. The difference between relays and time delay relays is when the output contacts open & close: on a control relay, it happens when voltage is applied and removed from the coil; on time delay relays, the contacts can open or close before or after some time delay.

Our relay portfolio is second to none!

- Automotive Relays
- Current Monitoring Relays
- Ground Fault Monitoring Relays
- Mercury Displacement Relays
- Multi Voltage Relays
- Phase Monitoring Relays
- Power Relays
- Reed Relays
- Relay Accessories
- Relay Kits
- Safety Relays
- Signal Relays
- Solid State Relays & Contactors
- Time Delay Relays – Electromechanical
- Voltage Monitoring Relays
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Search Code</th>
<th>Newark Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N9913B</td>
<td>4GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox RF Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9914B</td>
<td>6.5GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox RF Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9915B</td>
<td>9GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9916B</td>
<td>14GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9917B</td>
<td>18GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9918B</td>
<td>26.5GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9919B</td>
<td>29GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>03AH4769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9933B</td>
<td>4GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9934B</td>
<td>6.5GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9935B</td>
<td>9GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9936B</td>
<td>14GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9937B</td>
<td>18GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9938B</td>
<td>26.5GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9939B</td>
<td>29GHz</td>
<td>Fieldfox Signal Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07AH3071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9910A</td>
<td>4GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9911A</td>
<td>6.5GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9912A</td>
<td>9GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9913A</td>
<td>14GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9914A</td>
<td>18GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9915A</td>
<td>26.5GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9916A</td>
<td>29GHz</td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>07W8146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products.
MDO4 Four Channel
350MHz MDO Oscilloscope
High performance scope series features a 15.6" HD touchscreen display. Touch interaction similar to today's smartphones and tablets are supported.

Search
02AH4128 at newark.com

70MHz 4CH Oscilloscope
InfiniVision 1000 X-Series oscilloscopes are engineered to give you quality, industry-proven technology at unbelievably low prices. Test quickly and easily with a simple, intuitive user interface and built-in help and training signals. 20MHz function generator includes Bode plot test.

Search
85AC0733 at newark.com

100MHz 4CH Oscilloscope
Engineered to give you quality, industry-proven technology at unbelievably low prices. Test quickly and easily with a simple, intuitive user interface and built-in help and training signals. 20MHz function generator includes Bode plot test.

Search
85AC0742 at newark.com

200MHz 4CH Oscilloscope
Engineered to give you quality, industry-proven technology at unbelievably low prices. Test quickly and easily with a simple, intuitive user interface and built-in help and training signals. 20MHz function generator includes Bode plot test.

Search
85AC0741 at newark.com

P7716 TriMode Oscilloscope
Probe 16 GHz
Provides the highest probe fidelity available for real-time oscilloscopes. The solder down tips with the probe's input buffer are mounted only a few millimeters from the end of the tip, so you can connect to today's most challenging electronic designs.

Search
02AC5088 at newark.com

P7708 TriMode Oscilloscope
Probe 8GHz
Provides the highest probe fidelity available for real-time oscilloscopes. The solder down tips with the probe's input buffer are mounted only a few millimeters from the end of the tip, so you can connect to today's most challenging electronic designs.

Search
14AC5997 at newark.com

P7713 TriMode Oscilloscope
Probe 13GHz
Provides the highest probe fidelity available for real-time oscilloscopes. The solder down tips with the probe's input buffer are mounted only a few millimeters from the end of the tip, so you can connect to today's most challenging electronic designs.

Search
90Y9284 at newark.com

P77STFLXA Active Solder-in Tip 5-Pack
Solder down tip is a flex-circuit accessory with an active buffer amplifier on its tip. Sold in package of 5.

Search
03AC0387 at newark.com

77STFLXB Active Solder-in Tip 5-Pack
Solder down tip is a flex-circuit accessory which provides a probing solution for DDR4 and LPDDR4 electrical validation when used with Nexus XH Series Interposers. Sold in a package of 5.

Search
23AH2591 at newark.com

M5044 Four Channel
200MHz MSO Oscilloscope
High performance scope series boasts a 13.3" HD touchscreen display. Each input can be configured as a single analog channel or eight digital channels, offering outstanding flexibility.

Search
02AH4135 at newark.com

MS04 Four Channel
350MHz MSO Oscilloscope
Incredible 15.6" HD touchscreen display provides an unparalleled user experience. Each input can be configured as a single analog channel or eight digital channels, offering outstanding flexibility.

Search
17AC9284 at newark.com

100MHz 4CH Oscilloscope
InfiniVision 1000 X-Series oscilloscopes are engineered to give you quality, industry-proven technology at unbelievably low prices. Test quickly and easily with a simple, intuitive user interface and built-in help and training signals.

Search
85AC0740 at newark.com

200MHz 4CH Oscilloscope
with Function Generator
Engineered to give you quality, industry-proven technology at unbelievably low prices. Test quickly and easily with a simple, intuitive user interface and built-in help and training signals.

Search
85AC0743 at newark.com

P7708 TriMode Oscilloscope
Probe 8GHz
Provides the highest probe fidelity available for real-time oscilloscopes. The solder down tips with the probe's input buffer are mounted only a few millimeters from the end of the tip, so you can connect to today's most challenging electronic designs.

Search
14AC5997 at newark.com

P77STFLXA Active Solder-in Tip 5-Pack
Solder down tip is a flex-circuit accessory with an active buffer amplifier on its tip. Sold in package of 5.

Search
03AC0387 at newark.com

P77STFLXB Active Solder-in Tip 5-Pack
Solder down tip is a flex-circuit accessory which provides a probing solution for DDR4 and LPDDR4 electrical validation when used with Nexus XH Series Interposers. Sold in a package of 5.

Search
23AH2591 at newark.com
E36231A Programmable Bench Power Supply
200W single channel supply features autoranging technology that provides the highest current available at all output voltage. Fully SCPI programmable with built-in USB, LAN, and optional GPIB interfaces.
Search 99AC3016 at newark.com

E36234A Programmable 2CH Bench Power Supply
400W dual channel supply features autoranging technology that provides the highest current available at all output voltage. It is fully SCPI programmable with built-in USB, LAN, and optional GPIB interfaces.
Search 99AC3019 at newark.com

8510B Programmable DC Load
8500B Series 600W Programmable DC Load provides a set of comprehensive functions making it a versatile tool for evaluating DC power supplies, DC-DC converters, batteries, chargers and photovoltaic arrays.
Search 07AH3448 at newark.com

CPX400DP 2CH 840W Power Supply
The Aim-TTI PowerFlex system uses a modified form of mixed-mode regulation to provide higher levels of current when the voltage is set to lower values. Each channel provides variable 0~60VDC output with 0~20A current limiting (840W max).
Search 04X9892 at newark.com

MX100Q 4CH 420W Programmable Power Supply
Uses mixed mode regulation to provide up to 420W of power split across up to four outputs. Each output features CV or CI operation, simultaneous high resolution metering and an individual output switch.
Search 83AC7323 at newark.com

NGL202 2CH Programmable Power Supply
Fully loaded bench supply features dual outputs, each adjustable from 0~20VDC with 0~3A current limiting. Included options provide wireless LAN control and digital I/O trigger.
Search 99AC0427 at newark.com

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products
PSU 100-15 Programmable Rack Power Supply
Space saving 1U supplies meet the demands for high current and high power density with a compact rack footprint. Standard USB, LAN, RS-232, RS-485 and analog control, GPIB interface optional. Variable 0–100VDC output, 0–15A current limiting.

Search 38AC2178 at newark.com

PSU 400–3.8 Programmable Rack Power Supply
Space saving 1U supplies meet the demands for high current and high power density with a compact rack footprint. Standard USB, LAN, RS-232, RS-485 and analog control, GPIB interface optional. Variable 0–400VDC output, 0–3.8A current limiting.

Search 38AC2181 at newark.com

APS7050E Variable AC Power Source
AC power source contains abundant features for the testing and characteristic analysis of power supplies, electronic devices, components and modules. Fully programmable. Color 4.3” TFT-LCD screen. Variable output 0–310VRMS, 45–500Hz. Power rating 500VA.

Search 78YO719 at newark.com

GPT-9802 Electrical Safety Tester
Capable of performing both AC withstand and DC withstand tests, this tester features a simple and clear panel layout with high resolution dot matrix LCD screen and color LED indicators to allow operators to interpret measurement results easily and quickly.

Search 79T9565 at newark.com

GPT-9803 Electrical Safety Tester
Three-in-one safety tester can perform AC withstand, DC withstand and insulation resistance tests. Simple panel layout with high resolution dot matrix LCD screen and color LED indicators to allow operators to interpret measurement results easily and quickly.

Search 79T9566 at newark.com

PSU 300–5 Programmable Rack Power Supply
Space saving 1U supplies meet the demands for high current and high power density with a compact rack footprint. Standard USB, LAN, RS-232, RS-485 and analog control, GPIB interface optional. Variable 0–300VDC output, 0–5A current limiting.

Search 38AC2180 at newark.com

GPT-9804 Electrical Safety Tester
Four-in-one safety tester can perform AC withstand, DC withstand, insulation resistance and ground bond tests. Simple panel layout with high resolution dot matrix LCD screen and color LEDs to allow operators to interpret measurement results easily and quickly.

Search 79T9567 at newark.com
**TEST EQUIPMENT**

### DAS220-BAT Portable Data Acquisition Unit

Ten Channel unit records parameters commonly found in process applications including voltage, temperature, current, resistance, frequency, and pulse. Fully portable unit features an internal rechargeable battery that provides up to 15 hours of use.

Search 07AH3077 at newark.com

### DAQM901A

Designed for use with the DAQ970A data acquisition unit, this 20 Channel multiplexer module accepts 2-wire armature input.

Search 72AC4092 at newark.com

### DAQ6510 Data Acquisition Unit

Creates a new level of simplicity compared with the often complicated configuration and control found in many stand-alone solutions. 12 different switch, RF, and control modules to connect to as many as 80 DUTs in one test setup.

Search 51AC7225 at newark.com

### TC-08 Thermocouple Datalogger

Measures and records up to 8 thermocouples at once, 10 measurements per second. Supports all commonly used thermocouple types, USB-connected and powered, multiple units can be operated on a single PC. Supplied with PicoLog® & data logging software and PicoSDK®.

Search 02M0855 at newark.com

### Type K Thermocouple Probe

Type K thermocouple temperature sensor provides measurement from -75 ~ 500°C, ideal for flat, solid surface measurements.

Search 80R7538 at newark.com

### DAQ970A Data Acquisition Unit

Three-slot mainframe with built-in 6 1/2 digit DMM accepts eight switch/control plug-in modules. Measures/converts 12 different input signals including temperature with thermocouples, RTDs, thermistors; AC/DC voltage, 2- and 4-wire resistance, AC/DC amps.

Search 72AC4094 at newark.com

### DAQM900A

Designed for use with the DAQ970A data acquisition unit; this 20 Channel multiplexer module accepts 2-wire solid state input.

Search 72AC4091 at newark.com

### DAQM902A

Designed for use with the DAQ970A data acquisition unit, this 20 Channel multiplexer module accepts 2-wire armature input.

Search 74AC7828 at newark.com

### GPIB Interface for DAQ6510

Standard GPIB bus interface provides external control of unit as well as datalogging.

Search 56AC3031 at newark.com

### Type K Bead Thermocouple Probe

Type K thermocouple temperature sensor provides measurement from -75 ~ 400°C, ideal for contact and air temperature measurements.

Search 80R7539 at newark.com

### RS232 Interface for DAQ6510

RS232 option provides serial control of unit as well as datalogging.

Search 56AC3032 at newark.com

### Thermocouple Probe Adapter

Uncompensated test probe adapter accepts standard thermocouple plugs and provides connection to paired banana input on most hand held devices.

Search 05R5144 at newark.com

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products.
2470 SourceMeter

Makes testing intuitive with minimized learning curve. Wide coverage up to 1100VDC/1A, 20W max, 10 fA measure resolution and 0.012% basic measure accuracy with 6 1/2-digit resolution.

Search

02AH4148 at newark.com

2410 SourceMeter

For test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. Combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 1,100V, 1A, 20W.

Search

19K4451 at newark.com

DM7510 Digital Bench Multimeter

Combines the benefits of a precision DMM, a graphical touchscreen display, and high resolution digitizer to create a graphical sampling multimeter. Provides unprecedented signal analysis. Internal buffer stores 11M readings in standard or 27.5M in compact mode.

Search

29Y2096 at newark.com

FLUKE-179ESFP Digital Multimeter

 Autoranging TRMS DMM is the preferred solution for professional technicians around the world. Features include Manual and automatic ranging, frequency, capacitance, resistance, continuity and diode measurements with min-max-average recording. Rated EN61010-1 CAT III 1000V / CAT IV 600V.

Search

25C4804 at newark.com

72-13430 Auto Range 2,000 Count DMM

Compact economical multimeter measures AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, capacitance plus provides diode and continuity test.

Search

52AC3271 at newark.com

2602B SourceMeter

The dual channel 2602B combines the capabilities of a precision power supply, true current source, 6 1/2-digit DMM, arbitrary waveform generator, pulse generator, and electronic load in a single unit.

Search

64T2777 at newark.com

2401 SourceMeter

Designed for test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. Combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 20V, 1A, 20W.

Search

51AC7032 at newark.com

DMM6500 Digital Bench Multimeter

Large 5" capacitive touchscreen provides “pinch and zoom” simplicity. 15 measurement functions include capacitance, temperature, and digitizing. Expanded measurement ranges include 10pA to 10A and 1 mΩ to 100MΩ. Large internal memory stores up to 7M readings.

Search

51C7032 at newark.com

FLUKE-289 Digital Multimeter

 The perfect answer for general purpose electrical and electronic test requirements. The Fluke 289 combines a true RMS multimeter and a FLUKE-77-IV digital multimeter has the features needed to repair most electrical and electronic problems. Wide 1000V measurement range, average responding AC measurements, measure 10A, 20A for 30 seconds, also measures resistance, frequency and capacitance.

Search

18M4542 at newark.com

72-13435 2,000 Count DMM w/Temperature

Compact economical multimeter measures AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, temperature plus provides diode and continuity test. Bead temperature probe included.

Search

52AC3272 at newark.com

2450 SourceMeter

Features innovative graphical user interface and advanced, capacitive touch-screen for intuitive use and minimized learning curve. Well-suited for characterizing modern scaled semiconductors, printed electronics, and small-geometry and low-power devices.

Search

88W3815 at newark.com

2400 SourceMeter

For test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. It combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 200V, 1A, 20W.

Search

41J2103 at newark.com

FLUKE-115 Digital Multimeter

Designed to solve complex problems in electronics, plant automation, power distribution, and electro-mechanical equipment; it is loaded with powerful features so you can solve problems faster and help minimize downtime.

Search

42M9903 at newark.com

FLUKE-77-4 Digital Multimeter

Straight forward Fluke 77-IV digital multimeter has the features needed to repair most electrical and electronic problems. Wide 1000V measurement range, average responding AC measurements, measure 10A, 20A for 30 seconds, also measures resistance, frequency and capacitance.

Search

18M4542 at newark.com

FLUKE-2450 SourceMeter

The dual channel 2450 combines the capabilities of a precision power supply, true current source, 6 1/2-digit DMM, arbitrary waveform generator, pulse generator, and electronic load in a single unit.

Search

88W3815 at newark.com

FLUKE-2400 SourceMeter

Designed for test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. It combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 200V, 1A, 20W.

Search

41J2103 at newark.com

FLUKE-2401 SourceMeter

Designed for test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. It combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 20V, 1A, 20W.

Search

64T2777 at newark.com

2601 SourceMeter

Designed for test applications demanding tightly coupled sourcing and measurement. Provides voltage and current sourcing as well as measurement capabilities. Combines a highly stable DC power source and a true instrument-grade 6 1/2-digit multimeter: 20V, 1A, 20W.

Search

51AC7032 at newark.com

72-13435 2,000 Count DMM

Compact economical multimeter measures AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, capacitance plus provides diode and continuity test.

Search

52AC3273 at newark.com
**87-5 Digital Multimeter/Handtool Kit**

Industrial meter/tool kit includes the highly acclaimed Fluke 87V digital multimeter, 8pc set of high quality 1KV insulated hand tools and handy carry pouch.

Search 07AH5513 at newark.com

---

**117 Digital Multimeter/Handtool Kit**

Industrial meter/tool kit includes the popular Fluke 117 digital multimeter, 8pc set of high quality 1KV insulated hand tools and handy carry pouch.

Search 07AH5512 at newark.com

---

**AT-6010 Advanced Wire Tracer Kit**

Easily detects signal in the wires or cables behind walls, ceilings and floors. The Transmitter works on Energized and De-energized circuits up to 600 VAC/DC in Category I through Category III electrical environments.

Search 07AH5506 at newark.com

---

**15XP-B**

Features autoranging display for faster measurement, TTL logic test for digital circuits, Diode test for component level troubleshooting, 750VAC/1KVDC measurement, special 2000MW measurement range.

Search 41R3759 at newark.com

---

**DM78C**

Compact pocket multimeter measures voltage, continuity, diode and resistance in 16 ranges. 3200-count display with analog bargraph.

Search 40P4116 at newark.com

---

**DMM Test Lead Set**

Long 48” test lead pair is perfect for a multimeter test applications. Plug Lead with 4mm straight to straight plug connection. It has polyamide body and black flexible PVC lead wire jacket.

Search 86T2026 at newark.com

---

**AT-6030 Advanced Wire Tracer Kit**

Detects signal in the wires or cables behind walls, ceilings and floors. Transmitter works on Energized and De-energized circuits up to 600VAC/DC in Category I through Category III environments.

Search 56AC9745 at newark.com

---

**87-5 Digital Multimeter**

The 20,000 count, True RMS Fluke 87V multimeter is designed specifically to handle complex signals, it takes the guesswork out of drive system troubleshooting. It is well suited for most heavy industrial environments.

Search 96H6287 at newark.com

---

**117 Digital Multimeter**

The 6,000 count, True RMS Fluke 117 multimeter is popular in a variety of commercial and educational environments. CAT III 600 V safety rated.

Search 83K1721 at newark.com

---

**87-5/E2 Digital Multimeter Kit**

Complete test kit includes the Fluke 87V meter, TL75 test leads, AC72 alligator clips, holder, temperature probe, heat resistant test leads, removable test probes, long reach alligator clips, magnetic holder and carrying case.

Search 12M6081 at newark.com

---

**ABC-110 Leakage Current Clamp**

Prevent unplanned downtime by detecting leakage currents. Rated CAT III 600 V to ensure electrical safety, the ABC-110 is designed to resist external magnetic fields for highly accurate readings. Broad frequency range, 15Hz ~ 1KHz, resolution down to 0.001mA.

Search 96AC7243 at newark.com

---

**AT-6030 Advanced Wire Tracer Kit**

Tests insulation of wires, cables, transformers and electrical motors. Comes as a complete kit including test leads and PC software. Selectable test voltages up to 1KV. Safety rated to CATIII 600V.

Search 50H8694 at newark.com

---

**ABC-45**

Tests insulation of wires, cables, transformers and electrical motors. Comes as a complete kit including test leads and PC software. Selectable test voltages up to 1KV. Safety rated to CATIII 600V.

Search 50H8694 at newark.com

---

**DMM Test Lead Set**

Test lead pair is perfect for a multimeter test applications. 20” lead with 4mm straight to straight plug connection. It has polyamide body and black flexible PVC lead wire jacket.

Search 86T2028 at newark.com

---

**10pk Alligator Clip Lead Set**

Kit contains two-each of red, black, yellow, white and green test leads, each 24” in length. 18ga conductors provide above average current capacity. PVC insulated.

Search 38C9113 at newark.com
**NEW**

**PTI120 – Pocket Size Thermal Imager**
Professional grade thermal imager fits in your pocket. Small enough to carry every day without worry. Pocket sized unit stands up to dirt and water. Provides quick scans of electrical equipment, machinery and other assets. IP54 enclosure rating, 120 x 90 resolution.

Search 01AH3576 at newark.com

**TI501 640 x 480 IR Thermal Imaging Camera**
Safely and quickly identify mission-critical problems before they result in costly or disastrous downtime. Inspect multiple complex targets from varying distances. Capture accurate image focused throughout the field of view with MultiSharp™ Focus.

Search 01AH3577 at newark.com

**TI401-PRO 640 x 480 IR Thermal Imaging Camera**
Safely and quickly identify and solve mission-critical problems before they result in costly or disastrous downtime. Inspect multiple complex targets or targets from varying distances.

Search 01AH3578 at newark.com

**CLKT 45mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2302 at newark.com

**CLKT 68mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2303 at newark.com

**CLKT 89mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2304 at newark.com

**ii900 - Sonic Industrial Imager**
Allows you to quickly pinpoint the location of compressed air and vacuum leaks. Maintenance technicians can effortlessly check for air leaks during their typical maintenance routine—even during peak operation hours. Do more with existing air compressors—delay the capital expense of installing an additional compressor. Ensure proper pressure to pneumatic equipment. Reduce energy costs. Reduce leak detection time.

Search 01AH3575 at newark.com

**CLKT 90mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2305 at newark.com

**CLKT 95mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2306 at newark.com

**CLKT 100mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2307 at newark.com

**CLKT 112mm Infrared Window**
Allows safe monitoring of otherwise inaccessible equipment. Mount in electrical panel covers to monitor controls without opening. Engineered and tested to withstand electric-arcs up to 50 kA for 30 cycles. Certified by UL & CSA for Type 3/12 (Outdoor) environments.

Search 10R2308 at newark.com

**ii900-PRO - Sonic Industrial Imager**
Allows you to quickly pinpoint the location of compressed air and vacuum leaks. Maintenance technicians can effortlessly check for air leaks during their typical maintenance routine—even during peak operation hours. Do more with existing air compressors—delay the capital expense of installing an additional compressor. Ensure proper pressure to pneumatic equipment. Reduce energy costs. Reduce leak detection time.

Search 01AH3579 at newark.com
NEW

PQ400 Power Quality Window

Enables connection of three phase measurement equipment to energized panels, without the need to open the panel door or power down. Kit includes PQ400 enclosure, four 2m male–male cables for connection of Fluke-17xx iFlex® current probes, cable marker set, cable ties and instruction sheet.

Search 07AH5509 at newark.com

PQ400/B Basic Power Quality Window Set
Basic PQ400/B is same as PQ400 Set, without the cables, cable ties or markers.

Search 07AH5510 at newark.com

PQ-MARKER Cable Marker Set
Replacement marker set includes 3P+N+PE cable markers.

Search 07AH5508 at newark.com

I17XX BNC Connection Cable
Male to female 4p BNC cable, 4” length for internal connection to iFlex current probes.

Search 07AH5529 at newark.com

MDA-510 Motor Drive Analyzer
Simplify complex motor drive troubleshooting with guided test setups and automated drive measurements that provide reliable test results. Measure voltage, current, DC Bus voltage level and AC ripple, voltage and current unbalance and harmonics.

Search 73AC9473 at newark.com

MDA-550 Motor Drive Analyzer
Provides all features of the MDA-510, plus measure voltage modulation and motor shaft voltage discharge motor driver parameters.

Search 73AC9474 at newark.com

SVS-500 Shaft Voltage Set
Specifically designed for use with the MDA-510 and 550, this set kit includes three brushes, probe holder, two-piece extension rod and magnetic base.

Search 73AC9479 at newark.com

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products
Fume Extractor, 190m³/h, 120 V, 120 W, Zero Smog TL Series
Includes Zero Smog® TL fume extraction unit, H13 particle filter and gas filter (10% active carbon foam filter) and F7 pre-filter as well as flexible extraction hose and ALFA funnel nozzle.

Search 01AC4444 at newark.com

WX Soldering Station and Precision Tool Bundle
Special WX Soldering Station and Precision Tool Bundle includes WX2021N 2-Channel Soldering Station and Erem 632N Side Cutter

Search 02AH0402 at newark.com

WE1010NA – Soldering Station, WE Series, 120 V
The digital 70 W WE soldering station is 40% more powerful than the WES/WESD station. The iron heats up faster to provide a faster recovery time. Gets the job done quicker with more efficiency and precision.

Search 45AC9886 at newark.com

MX-500S – Soldering / Rework System
The MX-500S is a Soldering and Rework System has been reimagined, adding features and a new look to a bench top icon.

Search 23X5007 at newark.com

CV-5210 Connection Validation Digital Soldering Station
The CV-5210 from Metcal is a CV-5200 series connection validation digital soldering station.

Search 13AC7485 at newark.com

Metcal BVX-201-KIT – Filter Unit, Kit, Extraction System
The BVX-201-KIT is a two operator, PRE-HEPA-GAS volume extraction system with two BVX-ARML designed to be used adjacent to the workbenches.

Search 29M6877 at newark.com

21-7960 – Fume Extractor
ESD safe solder fume extractor to reduce hazard by removing problematic fumes from air.

Search 37J0035 at newark.com

Solder Wire, Crystal 400, 0.028” Diameter, 188°C, 8.818 oz
The 609961 is a no clean clear residue cored Solder Wire manufactured with a range of flux contents

Search 15J8017 at newark.com

CW8400 – Solder Flux Pen
A pen for applying lead-free flux with precision and control.

Search 29K6229 at newark.com

GC 10 TYPE 4 (JAR) – Solder Paste Tub
Available for stencil printing with type 4 powder

Search 53Y2106 at newark.com

35622 – 6” Straight Probe, ESD Safe
Nylon finish will not mar delicate surfaces

Search 90H0265 at newark.com

CW2200STP – CircuitWorks® Conductive Pen, 8.5g
Makes instant highly conductive silver traces on circuit boards

Search 00Z1497 at newark.com

44531 – Stainless Steel Tweezer, ESD Safe
Coated by ESD-Safe Dissipative Material

Search 28C1858 at newark.com
**TOOLS & PRODUCTION SUPPLIES**

4003367 - Benchtop Air Ionizer, 5 sq.ft Coverage

Discharge time of 1.5 seconds at 1 foot

Search 08H0344 at newark.com

---

4005105-01 - Gun Air Ionizer

Protects ESD sensitive components and assemblies

Search 08H0346 at newark.com

---

Ionizer, Air Blower, Overhead, 120V, 150 cu.ft/min, 12.5 sq.ft Coverage

The 4004063 is an Aerostal Guardian Overhead Ionizing Blower provides superior static charge decay over an entire work surface area

Search 08H0345 at newark.com

---

Vacuum Cleaner Set, 120V, 6A, ESD Safe, Type 2 Filter

For high efficiency cleanup of most business equipment, including removing toner and dust. Portability, quick setup and efficient safe operation are key features of this vacuum

Search 18M9349 at newark.com

---

Task Stool, ESD, Conductive Fabric, Navy Blue

The V8305HC is an ESD Task Stool on casters with footring

Search 73P9738 at newark.com

---

Task Stool, ESD, Conductive Fabric, Navy Blue

The V8305HC is an ESD Task Stool on casters with footring

Search 61H5998 at newark.com

---

Vacuum Cleaner Set, 120V, 6A, ESD Safe, Type 2 Filter

For high efficiency cleanup of most business equipment, including removing toner and dust. Portability, quick setup and efficient safe operation are key features of this vacuum

Search 18M9349 at newark.com

---

Anti Static Mat, with Grounding Cord, Bench, Rubber, Blue

The MC36552 is a 4ft blue ESD Bench Mat with smooth finish

Search 27T3785 at newark.com

---

Anti Static Mat, with Grounding Cord, Bench, Rubber, Grey

The MC36546 is a 4ft gray ESD Bench Mat with smooth finish

Search 27T3779 at newark.com

---

Label Printer, Thermal Transfer, 203 dpi Resolution

The BMP21-PLUS is a portable Label Printer, all-in-one labeler for voice/datacom, electrical and general industrial teams

Search 55X1824 at newark.com

---

Bench Vise, Vacuum Base, 2.5” Jaw, 2.25” Opening, 3-Plane Rotation

Quickly attaches to any smooth, non-porous flat surface

Search 75F032 at newark.com

---

Digital Caliper, IP67, 12”/300mm, 0.01mm Resolution

The 500-754-10 - Digital Caliper in an absolute coolant proof caliper with dust / water proof protection conforming to IP67 level.

Search 06P1062 at newark.com

---

Magnifier, LED, 3X, Magnification, 45”, Arm Length

The 26501-LED-8D is a ProVue 8-diopeter LED Magnifying Lamp with 45-inch adjustable arm length.

Search 28Y7449 at newark.com

---

92191 - Screwdriver Set, Technician, Precision, 51 Piece

Precision screwdriver set includes 51 precision repair tools useful for a wide range of applications.

Search 42X4658 at newark.com

---

32581 - 4-in-1 Electronics Screwdriver, Phillips/Slotted

#0 & #00 Phillips, 1/8” & 3/32” Slotted

Search 14AC6014 at newark.com

---

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products
M3-ID 3D Printer with Dual Extruders
Compatible with 1.75 mm ABS, ASA, HIPS, Nylon, PET-G, PET-T, PLA, polycarbonate, polypropylene, PVA, TPE, TPU, metal composites, wood composites, carbon fiber composite filaments.

Search 62AC0403 at newark.com

Ultimaker S5 3D Printer with Dual Extrusion
Large build volume, 2.85mm Filament compatible, 4.7-inch touch display, auto-detects material and print core configuration, Active bed leveling, Print over Wi-Fi, Ethernet, or from a USB stick, and monitor progress via the built-in camera.

Search 58AC0293 at newark.com

BoXZY Complete CNC Router / 3D Printer / Laser Engraver
Rapid-Swap 3D Printer, CNC Mill, and Laser Engraver. 1.75 mm Plastic Extruder accepts filaments such as ABS, PLA, PVA, NYLON, FLEX, and more. Laser Tool gives you the power to laser etch your designs into Anodized Aluminum, Hardwoods, Opaque Plastics

Search 33AC5875 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, 350g, PVA
PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) is a water soluble support material for multieextrusion 3D printing. Ideal for printing complex models that require supports for large overhangs, deep internal cavities, and intricate geometries.

Search 31AC4947 at newark.com

Ultimaker White Polycarbonate Filament 2.85mm
Create tough, engineering grade 3D Prints using Ultimaker White Polycarbonate Filament.

Search 98Y0247 at newark.com

ULTRA ONE 3D Printer with Dual Extruders
Large Printing surface - 16” wide x 14” deep x 15” high, 1.75mm Filament compatible, Independent Dual Extruders, Borosilicate Glass Plate coated with polyimide film, Linear Rails, Touch Probe Leveling, LCD Screen and USB Port, WiFi/Ethernet

Search 95AC7436 at newark.com

TAZ PRO 3D PRINTER
Delivers true multi-material printing, soluble supports, and superior 3D print quality. Large 280 x 280 x 285 mm build volume with heated build plate, Automated X/Y/Z offset calibration, nozzle wiping, and self-leveling features.

Search 01AH9164 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, PLA, Black
Ultimaker PLA filament provides a no-hassle 3D printing experience due to its reliability and good surface quality.

Search 72Y2594 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, PLA, Transparent
Versatile choice for creating consistently smooth and detailed prints, transparent material, Prints containing intricate curves, overhangs and geometric features can be easily printed.

Search 84Y8312 at newark.com

Ultimaker Transparent CPE+ Filament 2.85mm
CPE materials are chemical resistant, tough, and dimensionally stable. CPE+ handles temperatures up to 100 _C.

Search 98Y0249 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, PLA, Wood Effect, 2.85 mm
Provides a wood like color and appearance, Good moisture and chemical resistance

Search 54AC6206 at newark.com

Ultimaker 3 3D Printer with Dual Extrusion
Build volume of 215 x 215 x 200 mm, 2.85mm Filament compatible, Layer resolution up to 20 micron, Heated build plate with active leveling.

Search 31AC4944 at newark.com

TAZ 3D PRINTER WORKHORSE EDITION
The industry’s most reliable and easiest-to-use desktop 3D printer. The next generation of the award-winning LulzBot TAZ line includes a strengthened design, improved motion system, premium hot end, and new automatic calibration features.

Search 03AH4464 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, PLA, Dark Wood Effect, 1.75 mm
Provides a dark wood like color and appearance, Good moisture and chemical resistance

Search 54AC6203 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, PLA, Blue
Ultimaker 2.85mm Blue ABS Filament Ensure the best possible prints by using the highest quality filament from Ultimaker.

Search 84Y8329 at newark.com

Ultimaker White Polycarbonate Filament 2.85mm
Create tough, engineering grade 3D Prints using Ultimaker White Polycarbonate Filament.

Search 98Y0247 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, 750g, ABS, Blue
Ultimaker 2.85mm Blue ABS Filament Ensure the best possible prints by using the highest quality filament from Ultimaker.

Search 84Y8329 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, PLA Wood Effect, 2.85 mm
Provides a wood like color and appearance, Good moisture and chemical resistance

Search 54AC6206 at newark.com

3D Printer Filament, 2.85mm, 350g, PVA
PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) is a water soluble support material for multieextrusion 3D printing. Ideal for printing complex models that require supports for large overhangs, deep internal cavities, and intricate geometries.

Search 31AC4947 at newark.com

To order, visit our online store and search for the part numbers listed above.
Waterproof USB Type-C Connectors
Ideal for use in harsh environment applications where moisture is present
Search 58AC0291 at newark.com

LGA 3647 Socket and Hardware
Provide higher performance, better system application scaling and better value with new socket and hardware design
Search 44AC9419 at newark.com

 ChipConnect Internal Faceplate-to-Processor Cable Assemblies
Required for Intel Omni-Path Architecture (OPA). Cable assemblies mate directly with LGA 3647 sockets at the processor and Intel internal faceplate transition (IFT) connectors at the faceplate for 25 Gbps speeds.
Search 69AC1927 at newark.com

Next Generation 0.8mm Free Height Connectors
Up to triple the speed of previous generation free height connectors.
Search 71AC4860 at newark.com

Dynamic Series Connector Housing
UL94V-0 Flammability rating
Search 05H9993 at newark.com

BUCHANAN WireMate Two-Piece Poke-In Connector Series
Provide designers a three directional solution for wall mounting a device and improve the overall installation experience for the novice installer.
Search 71AC4755 at newark.com

Instalite Rayaten Heat-Shrink Boots with EMI Shielding
TE Connectivity Rayaten heat-shrink boots offer excellent strain relief, abrasion resistance, and sealing along with lightweight EMI shielding in a single high-performance, highly reliable product.
Search 74AC7029 at newark.com

NanoRF modules for VPX platforms
High Frequency Nanominiature Coax Contact with High Density modular packaging
Search 85AC0732 at newark.com

High Performance Cat5e Modular Jacks
RJSGE series is a 2x2, four port, press fit connector that meets Cat5e performance as per EIA-568-C.2 standards
Search 01AH2273 at newark.com

Eaton’s X8 Series – DIN Rail Mount Terminal Blocks
Compact Design Terminal Block with single feed screw connections. Many Colors available. Accessories for Labeling, Bridges, Ground Blocks.
Search 14N9819 at newark.com

3M 7700 Series Controlled Impedance Ribbon Cable
Ribbon cable designed to enable high-speed LVDS transmission while maintain easy termination to IDC connectors systems. Thin, foldable and designed to accommodate tight spaces with minimal impact to performance
Search 14N9816 at newark.com

3M™ IDC Ribbon Cable Socket
891 Series IDC Ribbon Cable Socket for .100” X .100” for .050” Pitch Cable
Search 25AC3147 at newark.com

Universal Range PUSH IN Wire Connection (A-Series)
Reduces connection times for solid wires and wires with crimped on wire-end ferrules
Search 47AC3958 at newark.com

Eaton’s XB Series – DIN Rail Mount Terminal Blocks
Compact Design Terminal Block with single feed screw connections. Many Colors available. Accessories for Labeling, Bridges, Ground Blocks.
Search 47T6251 at newark.com

RST20i 5-Pole Plug (10-14 MM)
IP69K protection, 600V, 20 A, with ability to disconnect under load (up to 250 V AC)
Search 14N9819 at newark.com

3M™ IDC Ribbon Cable Socket
891 Series IDC Ribbon Cable Socket for .100” X .100” for .050” Pitch Cable
Search 92F1490 at newark.com

Universal Range PUSH IN Wire Connection (A-Series)
Reduces connection times for solid wires and wires with crimped on wire-end ferrules
Search 47AC3958 at newark.com

RST20i 5-Pole Socket M25
IP69K protection, 600V, 20 A, disconnect under load (up to 250 V AC)
Search 14N9816 at newark.com

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products
**FCT Standard-Density Waterproof D-Sub Female Connector**

Provides IP67 protection in harsh environments. Machined contacts supply increased current-carrying capacity over stamped contacts. This through-hole connector delivers a 5.0A current rating.

Search 33AC8259 at newark.com

---

**molex**

**Squba 1.80mm Pitch, Sealed Wire-to-Wire Receptacle Housing**

Squba receptacle housings offer an IP67-seal rating and carry up to 6.0A. With protected seals, the system delivers reliable power in a wide range of space-constrained applications.

Search 55AC8186 at newark.com

---

**Aquanex® Waterproof Micro USB**

As part of an exciting new product line from GCT, the Aquanex® waterproof range brings together high performance USB connectors with excellent IP rated sealing.

Search 21AH2936 at newark.com

---

**GCT**

**M12 X-code Ethernet PCB Jack**

Cat. 6A, Suitable for 10 Gbit/s Ethernet

Search 37AC4275 at newark.com

---

**molex**

**Sealed Industrial USB 3.0 Type A Receptacle and Plug Cordset**

Improve performance and reliability in harsh-duty applications with Molex IP67 sealed Industrial USB 3.0 Type A Receptacle to USB Type A dual-ended. 0.8m length with other lengths available.

Search 83X6172 at newark.com

---

**ITT**

**Cinch Connectivity Solutions’ RJ45 D38999 Provides Ethernet connectivity in harsh environments.**

Search 63AC8806 at newark.com

---

**CIN::APSE® Compression Technology**

Connector height is 0.125" (3.18 mm) and attaches to PCB or components using 2x #2 Thru Holes (Ø 0.090") for fasteners. Positioning features are located on the connector. The compression contacts bond to gold plated pads on the corresponding PCB or component.

Search 55R1033 at newark.com

---

**C-RJFTV 38999 Connector**

Based on the rugged D38999 shell and high performance RJ45, Cinch Connectivity Solutions’ RJ45 D38999 provides Ethernet connectivity in harsh environments.

Search 81K8077 at newark.com

---

**RJ45 Connectors**

A wide range of RJ45 Connectors within multiple Platforms - 1x1, 1xN, 2xN, Side entry, top entry, offset and low profile.

Search 60AC3107 at newark.com

---

**WAGO 221 Series Lever-Nut Splicing Connectors**

WAGO’s 221 Series compact splicing connectors easily, quickly, and safely connect solid, stranded, and fine stranded wires ranging from 24-10 AWG and are UL Listed up to 600 V

Search 71Y8326 at newark.com

---

**TOPJOB® S Rail-Mount Terminal Blocks With Lever & Push-Button**

WAGO’s TOPJOB®S family of products provide the most comprehensive offering of terminal block products, that feature Intuitive operation methods (Lever and Push-Button) and Push-in CAGE CLAMP® Wire Technology

Search 28K7397 at newark.com

---

**Power Cords**

A wide array of domestic and international power cords in stock and ready to ship today!

Search 81K8077 at newark.com
**Dura-Con™ Hermetic Connectors**

Standard connectors with high performance hermetic seals.

Search 46AC0123 at newark.com

---

**Belden Industrial Ethernet Cable**

Belden’s family of Industrial Ethernet Cables offers the ability to connect the plant floor to the office. Select from a variety of options that withstand the harshest environments.

Search 30H4362 at newark.com

---

**Hirschmann Spider Unmanaged Switches**

The Spider family delivers reliable communication within the harshest industrial environments, while offering flexible port options and configurations. Includes IP30 protection rating against shock and vibration.

Search 93Y2445 at newark.com

---

**Modular Industry Computing Architecture IIoT Starter Kits**

Modular Industry Computing Architecture (IMICA) is a very robust industry and railway approved industrial computer.

Search 62AC0514 at newark.com

---

**Millipacs® High Speed Right Angle Receptacle**

2mm Hard Metric connector with mating compatibility to IEC 61076-4-101 series enabling cost-effective upgrades up to 25Gb/s.

Search 78AC4038 at newark.com

---

**Amphenol RF ATC-PS Phase Stable Coaxial Test Cable**

The ATC-PS series of amplitude and phase stable low loss test cables features robust strain relief construction and are ideal for test and measurement applications up to 20 GHz.

Search 33AC0286 at newark.com

---

**Nylon Fully Insulated Female Wire Terminal Disconnect**

Unique construction of the female disconnect offers long-term dependability.

Search 31F2727 at newark.com

---

**Cable Gland – 1/2” Non-Metallic**

The low-profile cable gland is perfect for tight spots! Smurdy cable sealing with mechanism that results in superior strain relief.

Search 74H0077 at newark.com

---

**ShrinkMate EMI Shielded Heat Shrink clear tubing**

ECCO’s Shrinking heat shrink tubing uses MIL-I-23053/5 polyolefin tubing, or clear medical grade polymer tubing and a highly conductive Polymer Thick Film silver inner coating. The coating shrinks with a heat gun, oven, or any other conventional heat source to protect from signal interference on your wire.

Search 85AC0915 at newark.com

---

**EDAC High Speed Backplane Connectors**

EDAC Series 500 High Speed Backplane connectors provide ultra fast data transfers. High Reliability rugged interconnect solution for datacomm applications.

Search 78AC5794 at newark.com

---

**Harwin’s Archer 1.27mm Pitch Connectors**

A wide range of 1.27mm (0.05”) connectors are available from Harwin in single and double row options with up to 100 contacts. Board-to-board and cable-to-board configurations.

Search 87K0158 at newark.com

---

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products.
UTL 4 Position with Backshell for Custom Field Installation

Backshell allows Custom cable sizes and configuration at the site while maintaining IP68 sealing and UV protection. The Tactile, audible click and keyhole shape allow for blind and secure mating.

Search 93AC5867 at newark.com

UTL Connectors Field Install with Backshell

Backshell allows Custom cable sizes and configuration at the site while maintaining IP68 sealing and UV protection. The optional screw terminal contacts allow installation with no special tools required.

Search 63AC3697 at newark.com

Micro-Bayonet Connector Series

Micro-B meets the requirements of today’s electrical equipment for a connector with a small footprint, light in weight, high density insert patterns, and high reliability.

Search 52AC2549 at newark.com

Pancon / Ark-Les Brand Solderless Terminals - Made in the USA

Includes non-insulated, partially insulated and fully insulated Ring, Spade, Flag and Quick Connect terminals, broached and un-broached splice terminals as well as a wide variety of Stationary terminals. Custom solutions also available.

Search 99AC0785 at newark.com

Micro B - Field Install

Backshell allows Custom cable sizes and configuration at the site while maintaining IP68 sealing and UV protection. The Tactile, audible click and keyhole shape allow for blind and secure mating.

Search 93AC5867 at newark.com

UL Hook-Up Wire

A comprehensive range of UL approved Hook-Up wire available in multiple colours and wire sizes. Choose between UL 1007, 1015, 1061, 1696 and 1571.

Search 94AC1957 at newark.com

Metal Screening Braid

Copper screening braid, available with tin or nickel plating, provides optical coverage from 95% to 99%. Excellent EMI performance, a high expansion ratio and the tin copper plated version is tested and certified to VG 94956-10A.

Search 94AC7784 at newark.com

SMP Female R/A to SMP Female R/A 6.0˝ Cable Assembly

SV offers this high frequency cable assembly utilizing SMP R/A connectors on flexible .047 cable that features low solder wicking and high flexibility for tight bends behind the cable ferrule.

Search 41AC9229 at newark.com

SMP Female R/A to SMP Female R/A 6.0˝ Cable Assembly

SV offers this high frequency cable assembly utilizing SMP R/A connectors on flexible .047 cable that features low solder wicking and high flexibility for tight bends behind the cable ferrule.

Search 41AC9229 at newark.com

Metal Screening Braid

Copper screening braid, available with tin or nickel plating, provides optical coverage from 95% to 99%. Excellent EMI performance, a high expansion ratio and the tin copper plated version is tested and certified to VG 94956-10A.

Search 94AC7784 at newark.com

Mini Sealed 2.50mm Pitch Connectors

FLH Series mini sealed connectors provide a wire-to-wire IP67 sealing for space-saving harsh environment applications.

Search 97AC9034 at newark.com

IP68/69K Cable Glands

A comprehensive range of IP68/69K, UL rated nylon and metal cable glands. Available with PG or metric threads.

Search 31M4701 at newark.com

PCB Support – SpacerLocking Bayonet

This Circuit Board Spacer is made of UL94 V-2 Nylon, has a Locking Bayonet for a .157” hole in a N/A panel on one side and a Locking Arrowhead in a .187” panel on the opposite side. The spacer length is .500”.

Search 28AH1219 at newark.com

Adjustable Cable Clamp w/ Adhesive Back

This Natural Nylon 6/6 Adjustable Cable Clamp Mount. The ratcheting feature holds a maximum cable bundle size of .499 in – .562 in securely in place and it can be reopened for routing changes.

Search 28AH1144 at newark.com

Cable Tie Mount – Adhesive Backed

This .750 in x .750 in Adhesive Four-Way Cable Tie Mount is made of Nylon 6/6. Cable ties up to .098–.142” wide can be inserted from all four sides.

Search 28AH1171 at newark.com

Nylon, Hexagonal, #4-40 Female To Female Standoff

Circuit board spacers are designed to create separation between boards and the chassis for improved airflow, electrical and vibration isolation.

Search 28AH1340 at newark.com

Panduit Turn-Tell Labels

The laser/ink jet, self-laminating Turn-Tell label made of polymer has an innovative design that allows it to rotate to any angle for improved visibility, aesthetics, and easy repositioning on wires and cables.

Search 34T2711 at newark.com

SMP Female R/A to SMP Female R/A 6.0˝ Cable Assembly

SV offers this high frequency cable assembly utilizing SMP R/A connectors on flexible .047 cable that features low solder wicking and high flexibility for tight bends behind the cable ferrule.

Search 41AC9229 at newark.com

Metal Screening Braid

Copper screening braid, available with tin or nickel plating, provides optical coverage from 95% to 99%. Excellent EMI performance, a high expansion ratio and the tin copper plated version is tested and certified to VG 94956-10A.

Search 94AC7784 at newark.com

Mini Sealed 2.50mm Pitch Connectors

FLH Series mini sealed connectors provide a wire-to-wire IP67 sealing for space-saving harsh environment applications.

Search 97AC9034 at newark.com

IP68/69K Cable Glands

A comprehensive range of IP68/69K, UL rated nylon and metal cable glands. Available with PG or metric threads.

Search 31M4701 at newark.com

PCB Support – SpacerLocking Bayonet

This Circuit Board Spacer is made of UL94 V-2 Nylon, has a Locking Bayonet for a .157” hole in a N/A panel on one side and a Locking Arrowhead in a .187” panel on the opposite side. The spacer length is .500”.

Search 28AH1219 at newark.com

Adjustable Cable Clamp w/ Adhesive Back

This Natural Nylon 6/6 Adjustable Cable Clamp Mount. The ratcheting feature holds a maximum cable bundle size of .499 in–.562 in securely in place and it can be reopened for routing changes.

Search 28AH1144 at newark.com

Cable Tie Mount – Adhesive Backed

This .750 in x .750 in Adhesive Four-Way Cable Tie Mount is made of Nylon 6/6. Cable ties up to .098–.142” wide can be inserted from all four sides.

Search 28AH1171 at newark.com

Panduit Turn-Tell Labels

The laser/ink jet, self-laminating Turn-Tell label made of polymer has an innovative design that allows it to rotate to any angle for improved visibility, aesthetics, and easy repositioning on wires and cables.

Search 34T2711 at newark.com

SMP Female R/A to SMP Female R/A 6.0˝ Cable Assembly

SV offers this high frequency cable assembly utilizing SMP R/A connectors on flexible .047 cable that features low solder wicking and high flexibility for tight bends behind the cable ferrule.

Search 41AC9229 at newark.com

Metal Screening Braid

Copper screening braid, available with tin or nickel plating, provides optical coverage from 95% to 99%. Excellent EMI performance, a high expansion ratio and the tin copper plated version is tested and certified to VG 94956-10A.

Search 94AC7784 at newark.com

Mini Sealed 2.50mm Pitch Connectors

FLH Series mini sealed connectors provide a wire-to-wire IP67 sealing for space-saving harsh environment applications.

Search 97AC9034 at newark.com

IP68/69K Cable Glands

A comprehensive range of IP68/69K, UL rated nylon and metal cable glands. Available with PG or metric threads.

Search 31M4701 at newark.com

PCB Support – SpacerLocking Bayonet

This Circuit Board Spacer is made of UL94 V-2 Nylon, has a Locking Bayonet for a .157” hole in a N/A panel on one side and a Locking Arrowhead in a .187” panel on the opposite side. The spacer length is .500”.

Search 28AH1219 at newark.com
Versatile Motor and Drive Solutions
Create an optimized and reliable drive system for precision applications with these brushed and brushless motors, gear boxes, electronics, accessories and software.
Search 02AH3138 at newark.com

Miniature Vented Sensor Enclosure
Hammond’s miniature snap-fit enclosure is well suited for environmental sensing or other applications which require a vented enclosure. Includes integral wire knockout and wall-mounting slots.
Search 84AC4151 at newark.com

Active Cooling for LEDs
Ultra-efficient, virtually silent fansinks which improve the light quality and extend the lifetime of LEDs in digital signage and commercial lighting applications.
Search 85W2439 at newark.com

IP68 Rated Metric Cable Gland Made From Nylon
IP68 nylon cable gland provides superior protection against liquids and is suited for applications in wet environments, including possible submersion. O-ring and lock nut provide secure attachment to enclosure wall.
Search 99AC2052 at newark.com

Knockdown 19” Desktop/Tabletop Cabinet
Hammond RHCS cabinet is made from 16ga steel with a rugged black powder coat finish. Includes (2) pairs of adjustable 19” rails, starter pack of hardware, and rubber feet.
Search 83F9063 at newark.com

Die-Cast Aluminum IP54 Enclosure
Die-cast enclosure features lap joint construction for protection against dust and water. Included screws thread into factory tapped holes. Low side wall draft angle for easy PC board mounting.
Search 81F3791 at newark.com

Eclipse Junior Metal NEMA 4 Enclosure
Single door electrical enclosure with ANSI 61 gray powder coat finish. Gasket provides NEMA 4 protection. Includes galvanized steel inner panel and grounding hardware.
Search 84C9840 at newark.com

SAFT Lithium 1/2AA Battery
Perfectly matches long-term (from five to 20 years plus) applications due to its remarkably low self-discharge.
Search 30C1750 at newark.com

Panasonic Lithium CR123A Battery
Cylindrical Non-rechargeable Battery features a lithium manganese dioxide technology and pressure contact terminals.
Search 13C2846 at newark.com

Hospital Grade Heavy Duty 4-Outlet Power Strip
Designed to meet the special requirements for institutional and chronic care use. Exceeds NEMA requirements for low leakage ground return and for withstanding impact.
Search 26M8332 at newark.com

Low profile 10 to 100W DIN Rail Power Supplies
These 10 to 100W rated high efficiency supplies are ideal for building automation and security systems. They feature double insulation (Class II and NEC Class 2 compliance.
Search 02AC9439 at newark.com
HPS Imperator Control Transformer

600V class, machine tool rated industrial control transformers features superior insulation system and encapsulated copper wound coils encased in a custom injection molded cover.

Search 48M5011 at newark.com

UCP180 Series Compact ITE & Medical Power Supply

120W convection cooled, 180W with 10 CFM forced air. Compact size 4.3" x 2.5" x 1.16" U Channel. ITE & Medical (BF, 2 x MOPP) approvals

Search 49AC1713 at newark.com

Q4X Laser Distance Measurement Sensor

Versatile, rugged laser distance sensors offering superior performance and capable of detecting sub-millimeter changes in distance

Search 39Y8666 at newark.com

J-Series Circuit Breaker for High Power Density Applications

Compact, low profile breaker ideally suited for high power density applications. 1-3 Poles; from 1-20 amps, up to 240VAC; UL 489 Listed.

Search 47AC8351 at newark.com

NEW Off-the-Shelf Prewired Assemblies for ULV Series

E-Switch ULV series anti-vandal line comes prewired off-the-shelf with 300mm long leads, eliminating second sourcing which reduces cost and lead-time. Wire leads are color coded and compatible with many connectors.

Search 01AH9131 at newark.com

SZL-VL-S Series Miniature-Type Limit Switch

designed for use in applications where limited mounting space is available. With IP67 seal rating, these switches are suitable for OEM machinery that requires a rugged and reliable limit switch capable of being mounted in space restricted applications.

Search 25AC3159 at newark.com

HPM Series Particle Sensor

laser-based sensor which uses the light scattering method to detect and count particles in the concentration range of 0 μg/m³ to 1,000 μg/m³ in a given environment.

Search 25AC2928 at newark.com

Uninterruptible Power Supply

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), 4 Outlets, 850VA / 600W, 144 V, 115 VAC, 3 min, SK Series

Search 34C1975 at newark.com

Uninterruptible Power Supply

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), Industrial, 4 Outlets, 1.5kVA / 1.35kW, 120 V, 127 VAC, 4 min

Search 67R1462 at newark.com

Uninterruptible Power Supply

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), Industrial, 4 Outlets, 24 V, 14 min @ 240VA, 24 V, DIN Rail, SDU Series

Search 60M3378 at newark.com

EN Series - Rotary Optical Encoder

Produces a 2bit quadrature signal suitable for digital systems where both magnitude and direction of adjustment must be provided. Ideal applications where long life, reliability, high resolution and precise linearity are critical.

Search 62K3106 at newark.com

RM1A Series SPST Chassis Mount Solid State Relay 25A 265VAC

Single phase zero switching solid state relay rated for up to 25AAC/1.5HP at 265VAC with 5-32VDC control voltage, featuring a green LED, protective touch-safe cover, built-in snubber and MOV protection.

Search 05M4304 at newark.com

V15W2 Series Basic Switch for Hazardous Locations

Precision snap-action contact mechanisms enclosed in plastic cases. Switch actuation triggers the mechanical closure of the switch's contacts. The switches are approved for use in Zone 2 hazardous locations.

Search 94AC6589 at newark.com

Honeywell

Smart1500VA Line-Interactive Sine Wave UPS 120v

Protects connected mission-critical equipment against damage, downtime and data loss due to blackouts, brownouts, power surges and line noise. Ideal solution for data centers, VoIP systems and network closets.

Search 94H7821 at newark.com

Honeywell

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), 4 Outlets, 850VA / 600W, 144 V, 115 VAC, 3 min, SK Series

Search 34C1975 at newark.com

Honeywell

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), Industrial, 4 Outlets, 1.5kVA / 1.35kW, 120 V, 127 VAC, 4 min

Search 67R1462 at newark.com

Honeywell

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), Industrial, 4 Outlets, 24 V, 14 min @ 240VA, 24 V, DIN Rail, SDU Series

Search 60M3378 at newark.com
ELECTROMECHANICAL

Uninterruptible Power Supply
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), ITE, 850VA/510W, 120V, 120VAC, 2 min, SDU AC-A Series

Search 11AC9462 at newark.com

Aluminum Rack Mount Chassis 3U High
Lightweight but strong aluminum rack mount chassis. 3U high, 13“ deep with handles included. Supports 25 lb equipment.

Search 06M4720 at newark.com

Bud Industries AN-A IP68 NEMA 4x/6 Die cast Boxes
Bud’s popular AN series enclosures now meet IP68 and NEMA 4x/6 requirements. Includes molded mounting brackets, these boxes are easily modified in 5 days.

Search 72Y0637 at newark.com

Aluminum Rack Mount Chassis 3U
High

Search 11AC9462 at newark.com

Uninterruptible Power Supply
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), ITE, 850VA/510W, 120V, 120VAC, 2 min, SDU AC-A Series

Search 11AC9462 at newark.com

Thermalbond Epoxy
Thermal epoxy for mechanical bonding and thermal management.

Search 14M4317 at newark.com

Thermalcoate Grease
Thermal Grease for improved performance and heat transfer.

Search 45M6147 at newark.com

CSF 028 Heater Fan Series
Touch Safe Fan for Electrical Enclosures - Integrated tamper proof and preset thermostat - option available for high vibration applications - small footprint ideal for high density spaces

Search 78Y8691 at newark.com

Thermalcoate Grease
Thermal Grease for improved performance and heat transfer.

Search 45M6147 at newark.com

4000W 3-Phase Input 24/48V Ouput Power Supplies
Suitable for 400/440/480Vac delta or wye inputs, the TPS series is fully featured with voltage and current programming, PMBus communication, current share and warning signals

Search 14AC0934 at newark.com

50 to 1500W Long Life, Cost Effective Power Supplies
The RWS-B series of industrial power supplies have a seven year warranty and extended field life due to conservative electrolytic capacitor temperatures

Search 41X4242 at newark.com

For Patient-Care Vicinity - UL 1363A Medical-Grade Power Strip
Supplies power to moveable plug-connected components mounted to IV poles, mobile carts, crash carts and mobile medical workstations in operating rooms and patient-care vicinities.

Search 01P2878 at newark.com

3000W 3-Phase Input 24/48V Ouput Power Supplies
Suitable for 400/440/480Vac delta or wye inputs, the TPS series is fully featured with voltage and current programming, PMBus communication, current share and warning signals

Search 14AC0934 at newark.com

ALM200 Series Medical & IT Desk Top Power Supply
200W Desk Top Power supply, Medical & IT safety approval, Level VI & CoC Tier 2, Class I and II versions

Search 07AH2398 at newark.com

PROtop DIN Rail Power Supplies
New DCL technology gives PROtop an outstanding dynamic range. Features high power reserves, a long service life and optimal protection against overvoltage, vibration and extreme temperature conditions.

Search 65AC5541 at newark.com

Bud Industries PTQ IP67 NEMA 6 Plastic Boxes
Bud’s PTQ series meets IP67 and NEMA 4x/6 Requirements. Strong and durable polycarbonate with 10% glass fibers, optional clear lid. Fast Bud Modification available.

Search 46Y9723 at newark.com

Thermalbond Epoxy
Thermal epoxy for mechanical bonding and thermal management.

Search 14M4317 at newark.com

Sleeve Bearing Now Available at NMB
30K to 40K Life Hours (L10) of Continuous Use with PWM/Locked Rotor/Tach Signal options

Search 99Y7377 at newark.com

HyShed IP69K Enclosure
Engineered specially to withstand sanitary washdown cleaning procedures. Features 15-degree sloped top which facilitates runoff of water and cleaning solutions and an easily replaceable FDA-grade silicone gasket helps resist bacteria growth.

Search 84AC6169 at newark.com

50 to 1500W Long Life, Cost Effective Power Supplies
The RWS-B series of industrial power supplies have a seven year warranty and extended field life due to conservative electrolytic capacitor temperatures

Search 41X4242 at newark.com

ALM200 Series Medical & IT Desk Top Power Supply
200W Desk Top Power supply, Medical & IT safety approval, Level VI & CoC Tier 2, Class I and II versions

Search 07AH2398 at newark.com

For Patient-Care Vicinity - UL 1363A Medical-Grade Power Strip
Supplies power to mov-able plug-connected components mounted to IV poles, mobile carts, crash carts and mobile medical workstations in operating rooms and patient-care vicinities.

Search 01P2878 at newark.com

Bud Industries PTQ IP67 NEMA 6 Plastic Boxes
Bud’s PTQ series meets IP67 and NEMA 4x/6 Requirements. Strong and durable polycarbonate with 10% glass fibers, optional clear lid. Fast Bud Modification available.

Search 46Y9723 at newark.com

Sleeve Bearing Now Available at NMB
30K to 40K Life Hours (L10) of Continuous Use with PWM/Locked Rotor/Tach Signal options

Search 99Y7377 at newark.com

HyShed IP69K Enclosure
Engineered specially to withstand sanitary washdown cleaning procedures. Features 15-degree sloped top which facilitates runoff of water and cleaning solutions and an easily replaceable FDA-grade silicone gasket helps resist bacteria growth.

Search 84AC6169 at newark.com
KTO 011 / KTS 011 Small Thermostat
Thermostat opens on temperature rise for regulating heaters. Compact design. Wide adjustment range. DIN rail mountable. Switching difference 12.6 °F ± 7 °F tolerance (7 K ± 4 K)

Search 02P6313 at newark.com

Series 65 Snap Action Switch
These rugged metal enclosed sealed switches use the Butterfly switch mechanism providing long-life, durability and reliability. These switches are ideal for demanding military and industrial applications.

Search 90F8376 at newark.com

WSX120-2000 - AC/DC Power Supply, ITE, 1 Output
Switch Mode Power Supply that meets Level VI Efficiency Standard. 24W models ranging from 5V to 24V output. Positive & Negative polarity output plug models.

Search 85Y2818 at newark.com

Eaton’s XTSE Safety Contactors
Eaton’s XTSE Safety Contactors are SIL, SUVA, UL, CSA, and CE certified with IEC 60947 Safety Standards. Contactors available from 7 to 150 amps.

Search 60AC6751 at newark.com

FAZ-C15/1-NA-SP - Thermal Magnetic Circuit Breaker
Available with UL489 (branch circuit) and UL1077 (supplementary) ratings. Available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 pole configurations (.5 to 63 amps).

Search 58M6136 at newark.com

Metal Pushbutton CPS Switch with Capacitive Touch Sensor Technology
SCHURTER’s CPS series capacitive touch sensor pushbuttons are capable of unlimited actuations. Rated IP67 and IK09, these momentary or latching switches are robust with an elegant modern look.

Search 44AC3561 at newark.com

An16D NEMA Freedom Motor Starter
Freedom NEMA contactors and starters are extremely rugged products built for any application. Their long electrical/mechanical life is extended through easy maintainability

Search 45K5754 at newark.com

Thermal Sensitive Chip Fuse Uniquely Tailored for Each Application
SCHURTER’s USN 1206 SMD fuse offers protection against overcurrent and excessive ambient temperature. Rated 12A at 32 VDC with breaking capacity of 170 A meets the automotive AEC-Q200 standard.

Search 33AC4802 at newark.com

E2E Proximity Sensor
Standard inductive Proximity Sensor for detecting ferrous metals. Superior environment resistance with standard cable made of oil resistant PVC and sensing surface made of material that resists cutting oil.

Search 83C8553 at newark.com

A2W Wireless Pushbutton Switch
Wireless switch using sub-GHz band Combines wireless reliability and ease-of-use in consideration of work environments.

Search 65AC6955 at newark.com

DEVR05 HVDC Contactor
Varied applications for remote control switching.

Search 67AC7233 at newark.com

M22-PV/KC11/Y – Emergency Stop Switch, SPST-NO
Emergency Stop Pushbutton with Push-Pull action. Heavy duty construction with IP66 and NEMA rating 4X/13

Search 18J7621 at newark.com

XT Electronic Overload Relay
The most compact, highfeatured, economical product in its class. Designed on a global platform, the new EOL covers the entire power control spectrum including NEMA, IEC and DP contactors.

Search 51M9172 at newark.com

S8VK-WA Series 3-Phase DIN Rail Power Supply
A solution to the problem of phase imbalance and supports quick identification of error locations with three LEDs

Search 95AC3021 at newark.com

G2RV Slim Power Relay
Low profile slim I/O relay with width 6.2 mm, slim I/O solid state relay.

Search 90Y9329 at newark.com
PhotoMOS CC Series Solid State Relays
Super Miniature, TSON Package, Capacitive-Coupled Isolation for High-Temp Now Available In 60, 40 and 100V! Sub-Miniature TSON Package (0.8 x 1.95 x 1.8 mm) Low-Current Consumption of 0.2A Max. High-Temp Performance, Up to 1050C Voltage Driven Input Circuit
Search 71AC1638 at newark.com

TeSys LRD Thermal Overload Relay
Used with TeSys D contactors to control and protect motors. Provides manual test and reset buttons, automatic reset, trip auxiliary contact and flag indicators, and phase unbalance protection.
Search 31C9380 at newark.com

S660 Totalizer Counter
Features 6 Digit 0.56” red LED display and count/direction, add/add, add/subtract, subtract/subtract, quadrate; 5A relay output, count speed up to 20KHz
Search 83F8785 at newark.com

General Purpose Power Entry Module
Up to 10A current rating, for one or two fuses (10x20mm), optional medical versions (B type)
Search 52F9093 at newark.com

Grayhill Touch Encoder
Grayhill Touch Encoder is a fusion of the functionality of conventional touch displays, keypads and rotary switches that can support multiple languages or end product configurations.
Search 80AC8777 at newark.com

Variable Speed Drive, Altivar Machine ATV320 Series
The ATV320U15N4C from Schneider Electric is an Altiva ATV320 series variable speed drive for asynchronous and synchronous motors. 3-phase. 400Vac (380Vac to 500Vac) power supply.
Search 01AC4621 at newark.com

TeSys D Green Contactor
Compact 3 pole, DIN-rail and panel mount device that provides high reliability and durability for motor applications. Equipped with an electronic coil and wide band voltage with low consumption.
Search 33AC6182 at newark.com

10W Wall Mount Power Supply
Micro USB-B Output
QFWB-10-5-USUB is a 10W 5V 2.1A wall mount power supply with a Micro USB-B output connector. UL, cUL and FCC approved with DoE level VI Energy Star rating and RoHS / REACH compliant.
Search 33AC5758 at newark.com

260-6XLPM Low Ohms VOM
Features large tri-colored dial and mirrored scale to prevent parallax error. Features 2 extra “low power” ohms ranges: Rx1 and Rx10 and resettable overload circuit protection relay
Search 01B6875 at newark.com

S660 Totalizer Counter
Features backlight 3.5 Digit LCD, 85-250ACV, 5ACA and 3/64 DIN Indicator. Unique mounting brackets allows stacking and screw terminal connectors for easy installation
Search 95F5662 at newark.com

General Purpose EMI filter with high attenuation performance
Current rating from 1 to 30A, optional medical versions (B type), high attenuation performance
Search 06M3255 at newark.com

Emergency Stop Switch, Red
Emergency Stop Switch, Red, SPST-NO, SPST-NC, Push-Pull, Screw Clamp, 1.9 A, 380 V. Hazardous location
Search 07AH1256 at newark.com

8150 Series Hall Effect, Non-Contacting Position Sensor
Designed to operate reliably in demanding conditions, the MagnePot 8150 series are available in three, five, and ten turn
Search 01AC6042 at newark.com

MP0045 Stainless Steel Anti Vandal PushButton Switch
Designed with a high resistance to wear and tear, corrosion, and harsh use in potentially hostile environments. The switches are available in low and prominent button profiles with a choice of latching or momentary switching.
Search 95M9953 at newark.com

Waterproof IP68 NTC Temperature Sensing Probes
Waterproof to IP68. Withstands freeze/thaw cycling. Thermoplastic elastomer rubber or Stainless Steel Tip. Applications include: Ventilation, Refrigeration, Heat pumps, Water heaters, Weather stations, Under-floor heating, Evaporators
Search 33AC3806 at newark.com
Infrared Propane Gas Sensor w/ Digital and Analogue Output

An infrared gas sensor for R290 refrigerant application, for the detection of flammable gas leakage of R290/propane refrigerant. The sensor is factory calibrated to 100% LEL Propane(R290).

Search
02AH0413 at newark.com

26-Wire Cable for groov I/O Modules

Provides neat, protected wiring from the terminal connector of a groov I/O module to your field devices. Cable is 6" long. color-coded flying. Leads can be trimmed to any desired length and a heat-shrinkable neckband helps keep the flying leads bundled.

Search
GRV-TEX-26F6 at newark.com

Solid State Relays – Panel and DIN Rail Mount

Industrial single phase relay with SCR output is widely used in many industrial applications. The relay can be used for resistive, inductive or capacitive load. The control input voltage is 4-52VDC. The output current is rated at 10A, 25A @ 48-280V AC.

Search
24AC9515 at newark.com

IP67 UL50E Type 4X 16mm Illuminated Vandal Resistant Switches

Stainless steel SPST-NO momentary & maintained switches with a 16mm panel cut out diameter, available with three different top types: flush, prominent or domed and in three different colours; green, red and blue.

Search
82AC9630 at newark.com

IP65 Flush Illuminated Vandal Resistant Switches

Stainless steel momentary & maintained flush top type switches with a 22 or 30mm panel cut out diameter. Available with 1NO, 1NC, 2NO, 2NC, or 1NO 1NC and in three different colours; green, red and blue.

Search
82AC9714 at newark.com

DC Control Solid State Relay (SSR)

The 240D25 is a DC-controlled Power Series relay that switches 240 VAC at up to 25 A. Power Series relays provide 4000 volts of isolation between input and output, and offer zero-voltage turn-on and zero-current turn-off. UL and CSA recognized, CE component.

Search
18M9782 at newark.com

LBW Flush Mount 22mm PushButton Switch

Flush bezel projects only 2mm from front of panel. Removable contact blocks are ideal for single board mounting.

Search
93AC8735 at newark.com

Safety Limit Switch

Family of high reliable cost competitive Limit Switches

Search
49AC6344 at newark.com

IP67 19mm Illuminated Vandal Resistant Switches

Stainless steel momentary & maintained switches with a 19mm panel cut out diameter. Available as either 1NO 1NC or 2NO 2NC, with two different top types; flush or domed and in three different colours; green, red and blue.

Search
82AC9658 at newark.com

Eaton’s SL7 Series Signal Lights

High Output LED’s; continuous or flashing plus audible alarms. 9 different mounting options provide maximum flexibility in design.

Search
67X5677 at newark.com

GRV-EPIC-PR1 Edge Programmable Industrial Controller

Embedded Linux®, real-time controller with gateway functions. This groov EPIC® processor provides control, connectivity, data handling, and visualization at the edge of your network and is ideal for industrial internet of things (IIoT) or any automation application.

Search
57AC0303 at newark.com

PS6KV55 – Miniature SMD Trimmer Potentiometer

Miniature surface trimmer potentiometer with long life (1k cycles, option to 10k cycles). Just 4.5 mm dimension. High precision performance & reliability. RoHS & Reach Compliant.

Search
71AC5646 at newark.com

IP67 16mm Illuminated Vandal Resistant Switches

Stainless steel SPST-NO momentary & maintained switches with a 16mm panel cut out diameter, available with three different top types: flush, prominent or domed and in three different colours; green, red and blue.

Search
82AC9614 at newark.com

IP65 19mm Illuminated Vandal Resistant Switches

Stainless steel momentary & maintained prominent top type switches with a 19mm panel cut out diameter. Available as either 1NO 1NC or 2NO 2NC, and in three different colours: green, red and blue.

Search
82AC9677 at newark.com

Signal Tower, LED, 3 Tiers, Red, Amber, Green, Flashing, 60mm

Next generation signal tower series featuring ultra-bright LEDs, a modular design, and a wide-selection of options to take on the most challenging applications.

Search
03AC7214 at newark.com
Metallized Polypropylene Film Capacitors
Family of reliable, cost competitive film capacitors. Suitable for filter, high frequency, DC, AC, and high or low current pulse circuits.

Search 21AH3389 at newark.com

75-Material Round Cable Snap-Its
Ideal for cable assemblies. Fair-Rite’s 75-material suppresses noise caused by conducted common-mode, low-frequency EMI from sources such as switching power supplies.

Search 83X6981 at newark.com

Surface Mount Shielded Power Inductor w/ Carbonyl Powder Core
The SRP1255A-100M is a surface mount shielded power inductor with carbonyl powder core. This inductor features enameled copper wire with tin finish.

Search 64X8708 at newark.com

miniASMD Series PolySwitch Automotive 1812 Size SMD Resettable PPTC
PPTC devices distributed in a circuit can allow the use of smaller wire sizes with the resulting harnesses. The solid-state composition of PPTCs help provide reliability.

Search 99AC4164 at newark.com

ALC80 Snap-In Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors
The KEMET ALC80 High CV snap-in capacitors offer high performance and reliability in a wide range of case sizes and voltage ratings featuring high ripple currents and long-life performance.

Search 85AC4025 at newark.com

Low Ohm Miniature Speakers
Very small, compact, low profile speaker. Fitted with leads to enable easy fixing within an application. Suitable for mobile phones, PDAs and Bluetooth products.

Search 07AH4314 at newark.com

Flexible Ferrite Sheet
Get the benefits of soft-magnetic materials, while freeing you from their mechanical constraints! They are composed of NiZn to provide high-volume resistivity and high insertion-loss over a broad frequency range.

Search 44X1576 at newark.com

SPD2 Series Surge Protection Devices
Provide equipment protection from transient overvoltage events lasting micro-seconds. By limiting the overvoltage to the equipment during these events, costly damage and downtime can be mitigated.

Search 02AH3186 at newark.com

Metal Composite Power Inductors MPX
There is no degradation of the output signal over life, making them ideal for applications where minimal maintenance is required.

Search 03AH4396 at newark.com

EYGA121801F – THERMAL INTERFACE FILM, PGS, 10UM
PGS (Pyrolytic Graphite Sheet) is a thermal interface material which is very thin, synthetically made, has high thermal conductivity, and is made from a highly oriented graphite polymer film. Provides thermal management/heat-sinking in limited spaces.

Search 90Y9979 at newark.com

HF Mini Power Kit (For 80 Material)
Featuring 80-material is the focus in this High Frequency Power Material kit containing various sizes of toroids, EQ and I cores. This Manganese-Zinc ferrite has been tuned to operate in SiC and GaN switching power supplies with a stable temperature response for designs up to 5 MHz.

Search 02AH5611 at newark.com

456 Series High Current Subminiature Surface Mount Fuse
Available in ratings of 40 to 50A with interrupting rating of 600A@75VDC, Single fuse solution for high current applications including voltage regulator module, Storage system power and Basestation power supply.

Search 02AH3784 at newark.com

High Humidity/Temperature Automotive Grade Polymer Electrolytic
The T598 Organic Capacitor (KO-CAP) is a solid electrolytic capacitor with a conductive polymer cathode capable of delivering very low ESR and improved capacitance retention at high frequencies.

Search 70AC4492 at newark.com

Resin Coated Multilayer Piezoelectric Actuators
Multilayer piezoelectric actuators are ceramic elements used to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy such as displacement or force by utilizing the piezoelectric longitudinal effect.

Search 85AC3478 at newark.com

Visit newark.com for full list on all of the products
Dual Mode AC Line Filter

The KEMET SSHB coils are dual mode chokes with a wide variety of characteristics. These hybrid coils realize the two functions of normal mode countermeasure as well as common mode noise suppression, with just one coil.

Search 81AC1839 at newark.com

HA72L Series of Robust Power Inductors

Designed as a 155°C high temperature rated molded inductor for high stress environments that require high current saturation levels. It is ideal for high power density applications where size is critical and AEC-Q200 performance is certified.

Search 77AC3608 at newark.com

J–CAP Series Polymer Chip Capacitor

J-Cap series Polymer 6.3volt-rated 1500uF low profile, low esr, highest energy per unit volume—facilitates high density PCB layout. Ideal for SSD energy holdup applications.

Search 45X5326 at newark.com

Snap-In Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors

Type SLPX is the best value package for 85 ºC, 3000 h operation. This is the most cost–effectiveness choice for DC filtering and power supply applications where long life and high ripple capability are needed.

Search 97M5215 at newark.com

AMK432BJ477MM-T – SMD Multilayer Ceramic Capacitor

First commercialized 470uF series made using TAIYO YUDEN’s own raw materials available in temperature ranges -55°C to 105°C and -55°C to 85°C.

Search 08AH2143 at newark.com

Miniature Slide Potentiometers

The PSM is a miniature slide potentiometer that has a long operational life. Its small form factor results in less space on PCBs. These reliable potentiometers have a smooth slide and are offered at a low cost.

Search 02AH3159 at newark.com

Automotive Power Choke Coil

The Littelfuse setP™ temperature indicator helps protect USB Type-C plugs from overheating. It has been designed to the unique specifications of USB Type-C and is capable of helping to protect even the highest levels of USB Power Delivery.

Search 16AH0845 at newark.com

New SiR626DP 60 V TrenchFET® MOSFET in PowerPAK®

TrenchFET® Gen IV power MOSFET. Very low RDS - Qg figure-of-merit (FOM).

Search 15AC8642 at newark.com

Metallized Polypropylene Film Capacitors

Type 953B AC rated, radial leaded box, UL 810 fail safe, rated 10,000 AFC

Search 68AC5685 at newark.com

Murata DLW43MH Series Common Mode Choke Inductors

Designed for use in noise reduction circuits of automotive Ethernet applications based on BroadR-Reach 100 Mbps standard. Complements similar Murata coils already supporting other automotive communication protocols such as CANBUS and FlexRay.

Search 32AC7142 at newark.com

PASSIVES

SMT Shunt Resistor

LRMAP5930 high power, low value SMT shunt resistor. With values down to 200μΩ and a corresponding power rating on FR4 of 10W, the maximum measurable current is over 200A.

Search 51AC9167 at newark.com

Supercap

Very large capacitance (50f) in a leaded cylindrical package. 2.7volts DC. Ideal for energy harvesting, battery supplementing, or peak pulse/power applications.

Search 29AH2591 at newark.com

Type SLP Snap-In Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors

The most cost-effective choice for DC filtering and power supply applications. Load life operation of 5000hrs at 105°C operation.

Search 97M5445 at newark.com

TAIYO YUDEN Bluetooth® 5.0 Modules

FCC/ISED/MIC certified. Features Nordic SoC. Lineup includes ultra-small options, including EYSLSNZWW (3.25 x 8.55 x 1.00mm) andEYSKB-NZWB that supports Bluetooth® 5, Bluetooth® mesh, Zigbee, Thread, and 802.15.4, ANT.

Search 48AC9995 at newark.com

Murata DLW43MH Series Common Mode Choke Inductors

Designed for use in noise reduction circuits of automotive Ethernet applications based on BroadR-Reach 100 Mbps standard. Complements similar Murata coils already supporting other automotive communication protocols such as CANBUS and FlexRay.

Search 32AC7142 at newark.com

TAIYO YUDEN Bluetooth® 5.0 Modules

FCC/ISED/MIC certified. Features Nordic SoC. Lineup includes ultra-small options, including EYSLSNZWW (3.25 x 8.55 x 1.00mm) andEYSKB-NZWB that supports Bluetooth® 5, Bluetooth® mesh, Zigbee, Thread, and 802.15.4, ANT.

Search 48AC9995 at newark.com
PASSIVES

High Performance Wound Type Chip Common Mode Choke Coil
muRatas DLW323H high performance wound type chip common mode choke coil for in-vehicle use in 1210 size

Search 57AC6674 at newark.com

Wound Ferrite Power Inductor for Automotive Applications
Magnetically shielded, AEC-Q200 compliant, and available for use in automotive applications up to +150deg C, including ECM, ABS, electronic power steering, and more.

Search 01AC4804 at newark.com

Capacitor for Fast-Switching Semiconductors
CeraLink™ capacitors are a highly-compact solution for the snubber and DC links of fast-switching converters based on SiC and GaN semiconductors featuring very low parasitic inductance.

Search 99AC8944 at newark.com

Tiny But Mighty™ Quartz Crystals
Ideal for IoT applications requiring the best combination of small size, low 4pF or 5pF CL and low ESR. Abracon’s ABM13W and ABS04W Series crystals provide the smallest footprint while achieving a high functional density.

Search 73AC8715 at newark.com

Abracon’s Tiny But Mighty™ MEMS Oscillator
Abracon’s Tiny But Mighty™ MEMS oscillator is power optimized to extend battery life and boost durability while providing an ultra-compact footprint.

Search 67AC9622 at newark.com

Power Optimized MEMS Oscillators
Low power consumption; low operating current: 1.3mA IDD

Search 67AC9591 at newark.com

Thick Film Surfacemount Resistors
EIA standard sizing. AEC-Q200 qualified. Glass overcoat assures strong mechanical construction and long life. Nickel barrier prevents leaching. Both flow solder and reflow solder are applicable.

Search 08AH5440 at newark.com

High Power Thin Film Resistor
1W, 1206 size, 0.5%, 50ppm

Search 70AC1143 at newark.com

Surface Mount MELF Resistor
Surface Mount MELF Resistor, 56 kohm, SMA-A Series, 350 V, Metal Film, 1 W, ± 1%

Search 73AC2041 at newark.com

KRL Series – SMD Current Sense Resistor
1W, 1206 size, 4 terminal

Search 11AC4871 at newark.com

High Current SMD Jumpers
JR series of high current jumpers offers handling up to 100 amps (2512 size) with resistance values below 0.2 milli-ohms.

Search 07AH3442 at newark.com

2000 Watt Planar Resistor
The TAP2000 is ideal for variable speed drives, power supplies, control devices, robotics, motor control and other power designs.

Search 99AC8567 at newark.com

Resistive Force Sensor for Industrial Use
Typical force-sensing resistors are characterized for Human-Machine Interface (HMI) or Machine-Machine Interface (MMI) applications with a sensing range from circa 20g to 5Kg.

Search 02AH9092 at newark.com

Chassis Mountable WireWound Resistor
The finned extrusion profile allows for more thermal efficiencies and can also be heatsinked for more power dissipation. Suitable for power electronic circuits e.g. motor control, braking, frequency converters.

Search 84AC4111 at newark.com

Surface Mount MELF Resistor
Surface Mount MELF Resistor, 56 kohm, SMA-A Series, 350 V, Metal Film, 1 W, ± 1%

Search 73AC2041 at newark.com
The Newark Custom Shop

Find Your Custom Solution

- Customize thousands of products
- Made-to-order and delivered to your door
- Customize your own components as needed
- Simple and easy to make a request over the phone or online

What do you want to customize?

Components  Re-Reeling
Panel Meters  Calibration
Switches  Kits
Custom Battery Packs  Enclosures
Raspberry Pis  Cable Services
Connectors  Stockroom Solutions

Get started at newark.com/custom-shop

Unexpected Results!

"Something to work on - first I was told that the Simpson meters that I had ordered were obsolete, so I started looking for a substitute. Simpson says that they are not obsolete, and then puts me in touch with Richard at the Modification Center where they set the units up per customer specs.

Richard was awesome! Not only did he tell me that he could get me set up, but that the pricing I had would be better and I would see that meters in a couple days rather than a couple weeks! Did I say that Richard was awesome?!

- Stan"
We’re Passive Aggressive!

Thousands of passives added to our online portfolio — resistors, capacitors, inductors, antennas, trimmers and more.

Top Manufacturers
Same Day Shipping
Fast Quotes & Competitive Prices
Local 24/5 Technical Support
Full Reel Packaging Available

We Re-Reel, too — no more wasted components or unused stock!